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Software part number: 490212772

Software build number: 4.62_2022.03.25.4

Release Updates

The following are implemented:

1. Change Requests implemented

2. General changes and

improvements

3. Fixes

Change Requests Implemented

NI012 - EDT Integration, Case Data Write-back  (13624)

Send EDT and NIECR reports to HSCNI on signing ePR. Integration prepared in

MobiMed, only integration testing with HSCNI and con�guration of

HospitalIntegration. 
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NI013 - PPCI ECG Report (13824)

Implementation of a new PPCI ECG Report where the ECG is shown in landscape

mode and scaled up as much as possible. 

SE-M-009 - Saturation/pulse sounds according to 60601 (13943)

Enable playing saturation/pulse sound according to the latest version

of 60601. Can be activated with a setting.

SE-T-001 - Befreg for Örebro (13816)

Transfer additional information from patient demographic service to MobiMed

SW2.051 - Quick  � ll (13823)

Add a possibility to register that a patient couldn't be located and give a

description. If no patient was found certain �elds shouldn't be required for the

user to sign the record.

SW2.071 Capacity Mandatory (13915)

Making "Is Patient Over 16" mandatory

General changes and improvements

Minor �xes after NIAS UAT of 4.61 (13869)

Improvements on Bexen AED integration

Bexen shock event not updating when monitoring (13901)

Enable possibility to sync time (13887, 13892)

Improve robustness when having transmission problems (13905)

Cosmic FHIR: sending updated NEWS2 with Cosmic ID (13778)

Update Demo epr for RETTS 2022 (13688)

Upgrading application frameworks, some projects has been moved from .Net 4.0 to

4.6.1 (13755)

Updates to the server installer (13855)

Shutdown computer if battery is below a critical limit (13883)

Improvements to reduce startup time of MobiMed by reducing lockout time in the

UpdateService (13893)

Improvement on Search and �ll component (13957)

Fixes

Improvements regarding datacenter transfers, primarily improved error handling,

Singapore (13934)

Responsiveness improvement, moving EprHistory server calls on a background

thread (13936)

Fixed problem with KeepipUp �lling the MMM log (13939)
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INC0108420 - Investigate issues with time service, NIAS (13902)

Fixed problem with Cosmic �nal note not received correctly (13903)

Improved error logging of email sending in hospital integration (13675)

Fix for blocking email sending for Demo patient (13820)

Fix for problem with eprHistory control showing inconsistent number of records

(13821)

Fix for problem with AdminTool-Remove Devices not removing device (13872)

INC0108329 - Fixed problem with DWH data de�nition not being updated

con�guration when uploading as zip-�le or when a RecordDe�nition.json was

available (13873)

Improved error logging in the MobiRest service, logs were missing exception

details (13890)

Improved clean up of temporary �les from report generation (13894)

Fix for error showing up in log from Corpuls when waiting for D-ECG (13918)

Fix for faulty guideline link for camera policy, NIAS (13940)

Fix for incorrect registry path in WmiChangeEvent for Windows 7 (13949)

Fix for crash in eprHistorySelector (13950)

Fix for warning at the start of Lifepak plugin (13952)

Monitor improvement - ECG, remove baseline reset from the preprocess as it

seems to cause more problems than it solves (13888)

Installation and deployment

For installing this release. Please contact our Service and Support at the below

addresses.

UK market: support@ortivus.co.uk

Other markets: support@ortivus.com

Release Information

This is a commercial release on the following markets:

• Norway

• Sweden

• United Kingdom

• Italy

This is also a system component release for the following markets

• Singapore

Upgrade to this release can be done from release 4.2 and onwards.

Please contact your customer representative for more information.
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